R ecent developments in fluorescence spectroscopy and microscopy coupled with bioconjugation techniques are leading to a rapid proliferation of advanced fluorescence-based techniques in chemistry and the life sciences. In particular, fluorescence-based methods for probing biomolecular interactions at the single molecule level have resulted in significant advances in our understanding of various biochemical processes. 1 The extension of single molecule fluorescence methods to living cells promises to provide an unprecedented understanding about cellular processes such as gene expression, protein transport, signaling, and regulatory processes. 2Ϫ5 However, the application of single molecule methods to a broad range of processes in living cells is hindered by the current lack of dyes that are sufficiently bright and photostable to overcome the background fluorescence and scattering within the cell. A useful estimate of fluorescence brightness is given by the product of the peak absorption cross section and the fluorescence quantum yieldOtypical fluorescent dyes employed in fluorescence microscopy exhibit absorption cross sections in the range of 10
Ϫ16

Ϫ10
Ϫ17 cm 2 and fluorescence quantum yields ranging from a few percent to nearly 100%. The limited brightness of conventional dyes and cellular autofluorescence results in signal-tobackground ratios that are too low for single molecule fluorescence detection. The photostability of fluorescent probes is also critically important for single molecule imaging and tracking. The most photostable dyes such as Rhodamine 6G can emit only ϳ10 6 photons prior to irreversible photobleaching, 6 insufficient for long-term single molecule fluorescence tracking. In addition, fluorescence intermittency ("blinking") of fluorescent dyes can complicate single molecule measurements.
A number of strategies for developing brighter fluorescent probes have been pursued. Green fluorescent proteins (GFP) and some derivatives can in favorable cases be detected at the single molecule level. 7 However, approximately 30 copies of GFP are required for long-term single molecule tracking inside cells. 8 Fluorescent nanoparticles such as colloidal semiconductor quantum dots are under active development. 9, 10 However, these nanoparticles typically require an inorganic shell and a thick encapsulation layer to reach the required levels of stability and biocompatibility, resulting in larger diameters which can significantly alter biological function and transport of the biomolecules. While there has been recent work to reduce the thickness of the biocompatibility and encapsulation layers, 11 low emission rates, blinking, and a significant fraction of "dark" particles continue to pose potential difficulties for single particle measurements. 12 Dye-loaded latex or silica beads also possess relatively large sizes (Ͼ20 nm) 13 and limited dye-loading *Address correspondence to mcneill@clemson.edu.
concentration due to aggregation and self-quenching. These limitations of current luminescent particles provide clear motivation for exploring alternative strategies for the design of more highly fluorescent nanoparticles. One promising strategy is the development of nanoparticles based on highly fluorescent -conjugated polymers. There has been steady progress in the development of highly fluorescent -conjugated polymers as the active material in polymer light-emitting devices. 14, 15 Conjugated polyelectrolytes have also been demonstrated for application as highly sensitive biosensors. 16, 17 We recently developed conjugated polymer nanoparticles (CPdots) that are small (diameters as low as ϳ4 nm), exhibit extraordinarily high fluorescence brightness under both onephoton and two-photon excitation, and can be encapsulated and functionalized. 18, 19 CPdots possess arguably the highest fluorescence brightness/volume ratios of any nanoparticle to date, owing to a number of favorable characteristics of conjugated polymer molecules, including their high absorption cross sections (typically 10
), high radiative rates, high effective chromophore density, and minimal levels of aggregation-induced fluorescence quenching, resulting in fluorescence quantum yields in excess of 70%, even for pure solid films. 20 The use of conjugated polymers as the active material also confers other useful advantages, such as the lack of small dye molecules or heavy metal ions that could leach out into solution.
In this article, we explore the size-controlled preparation of several new polymer dots and their photophysical characteristics relevant for demanding applications such as single particle tracking. These new polymer dots show remarkable improvements in terms of their fluorescence quantum yield, radiative rate, and photostability as compared to those in our previous reports. 18, 19 Single particle imaging, photobleaching kinetics, and fluorescence saturation studies indicate much higher emission rates (ϳ10 8 s
Ϫ1
) and little or no blinking of the CPdots as compared to typical results for single dye molecules and colloidal semiconductor quantum dots. Analysis of photobleaching trajectories for some polymer dots indicates excellent photostabilityOas many as 10 9 or more photons emitted per nanoparticle prior to irreversible photobleaching. Cellular uptake of the nanoparticles via endocytosis was observed. The extraordinary brightness of the CPdots, high emission rates, small particle diameters, and the demonstration of cellular uptake indicate that CPdots are promising probes for demanding fluorescence applications such as high speed super-resolution single molecule/particle tracking and highly sensitive assays. Figure 1a provides the chemical structures and acronyms of the conjugated polymers employed in this study (see Experimental Methods for the full names of polymers). Multicolored CPdots were prepared using the reprecipitation procedure described previously. 18 The procedure involves a rapid injection of a hydrophobic polymer in tetrahydrofuran (THF) solution into wa- www.acsnano.org ter, while applying sonication to improve mixing. The sudden decrease in solution hydrophobicity leads to collapse of polymer chains, resulting in the formation of hydrophobic polymer nanoparticles. Since the reprecipitation process involves a competition between aggregation and chain collapse to form nanoparticles, the particle size can be controlled by adjusting the polymer concentration in the precursor solution. To explore the effect of precursor concentration on particle size, we focus our discussion on two polymers that form highly photostable nanoparticles: PPE and PFBT. PPE dots were prepared using different concentrations of the polymer in the precursor solution ranging from 20 to 2000 ppm (see Experimental Methods for details). As shown in the AFM image of Figure 1b , the PPE nanoparticles exhibit an approximately spherical shape. Analysis of particle height indicates that the nanoparticles produced using the lowest precursor concentration possess small particle size and a relatively narrow size distribution (8 Ϯ 1 nm diameter), while those prepared from more concentrated precursor solutions exhibited larger diameters. PFBT dots that were also prepared using a range of concentrations of the precursor solution exhibit a similar trendOthe PFBT dots obtained using a dilute solution exhibit relatively small particle size and size distribution (10 Ϯ 3 nm), while those prepared using higher precursor concentrations exhibit larger size (Figure 1d ). The preparation of small particles of both PPE and PFBT polymers are consistent with our previous reports on PDHF, PFPV, and MEH-PPV particles. 18 The specific particle size and size distribution are also dependent on the polymer species (as well as other conditions that may affect the mixing and aggregation rates). For example, the larger PFBT dots in Figure 1c exhibit a relatively broad size distribution (25 Ϯ 10 nm) and a substantial fraction of small dots. PFPV dots prepared under the same conditions exhibited much larger particle sizes, in the range of 50Ϫ70 nm. The size differences are likely due to differences in the molecular weight, polydispersity, and interchain interactions of the different polymers. It was also found that the preparation conditions affect the polymer phase for PFO polymer, with a fraction of ␤-phase formed under certain conditions. 21 The aqueous CPdot suspensions obtained from various conjugated polymers are stable and clear (not turbid), presenting colors associated with their visible absorption spectra. Under UV lamp illumination (365 nm), the nanoparticle dispersions exhibit strong fluorescence with a wide variety of colors, as shown in Figure  1d . The changes in the absorption spectra and fluorescence spectra upon particle formation vary depending on the polymer (Figure 2 , top). For PFBT, PFPV, and ME-HPPV, the absorption spectra are broadened and blueshifted as compared to those of the polymer in THF solution, which is consistent with an overall decrease in the conjugation length due to bending, torsion, and kinking of the polymer backbone. The nanoparticles also (in most cases) exhibit a slightly red-shifted fluorescence and a long red tail as compared to the polymer in organic solvent. This is attributable to increased interchain interactions due to chain collapse, resulting in a fraction of red-shifted aggregate species. 18 The resulting energetic disorder, combined with multiple energy transfer, would result in a net red-shift in the fluorescence spectrum as compared to that of the polymer in THF solution, as has often been observed in thin films. 22 For PFO nanoparticles, the additional absorption feature and the red-shifted fluorescence are attributed to the ␤-phase conformation. 21 The relatively complex absorption and fluorescence structures observed for PPE dots may be due to the complex packing and phase behavior of polymer chains, as was previously observed in thin films of similar PPE derivatives. 23 However, due to the complex phase behavior of PPE derivatives, additional studies are required to obtain definitive information about the internal structure of the nanoparticles.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
CPdots exhibit broad absorption bands ranging from 350 to 550 nm (depending on the polymer), a wavelength range that is convenient for fluorescence microscopy and laser excitation. Analysis of the UVϪvis absorption spectra at a known particle concentration indicated that the peak absorption cross section of single particles (ϳ15 nm diameter) was on the order of ϳ10 Ϫ13 cm 2 , roughly 10Ϫ100 times larger than that of CdSe quantum dots in the visible and near-UV range, and roughly 3 orders of magnitude larger than typical organic fluorescent dyes. Fluorescence quantum yields ( F ) ranged from a few percent to as high as 40%, depending on the polymer. The absorption cross section and quantum yield results are summarized in Table 1 . These results indicate that, to the best of our knowledge, the fluorescence brightness of the CPdot nanoparticles exceeds that of any other nanoparticle of the same size under typical conditions. The size of the particle does not appear to have an appreciable effect on the shape of the absorption and fluorescence spectraOthe principal effect of increased particle size is an increase in the absorption cross section. This property facilitates adjustment of particle size and brightness to meet the demands of a particular application and is in contrast with colloidal semiconductor quantum dots, which exhibit pronounced variations in band gap due to the quantum size effect. For a given polymer, particle size was also found to affect fluorescence quantum yield. For example, a quantum yield of ϳ0.10 was determined for small PFPV dots (ϳ10 nm), while larger PFPV particles (ϳ60 nm) exhibit a decreased quantum yield of ϳ0.04. The size dependence of the quantum yield is likely due to the effect of particle size on the efficiency of energy transfer to various fluorescence quencher species present in the nanoparticle, consistent with both the results of exciton diffusion and energy transfer simulations and the size-dependent energy transfer efficiency we have previously observed in dye-doped CPdots. 24 The effect of particle size on excitonϪphonon coupling may also play a role. 25 The photostability of the CPdot nanoparticles is critically important for many fluorescence-based imaging applications, particularly for long-term imaging and tracking experiments. 26 The photostability of a fluorescent dye or nanoparticle can be characterized by photobleaching quantum yield ( B ), which is the number of molecules that have been photobleached divided by the total number of photons absorbed over a given time interval. Typical fluorescent dyes exhibit photobleaching quantum yields in the range of 10 Ϫ4 to 10 Ϫ6 , 6 and exhibit single exponential photobleaching kinetics under low excitation intensity. The photobleaching of conjugated polymers is more complicated due to the complex set of interactions involving a large number of species such as excitons, polarons, molecular oxygen, and fluorescence-quenching sites of unknown structure. 27Ϫ29 Photobleaching kinetics of the aqueous CPdot suspensions were observed to vary substantially from one polymer to another (Figure 2c ). While PFO and PFPV dots exhibit single exponential photobleaching decays, the photobleaching kinetics of MEH-PPV dots contain a fast component and a slow component. The PPE dots exhibit unusual photobleaching behavior: initial light excitation increases the fluorescence quantum yield, resulting in a rapid increase in fluorescence followed by slow photobleaching. The PFBT dots appear to be remarkably photostableO photobleaching for 2 h does not result in observable decrease in fluorescence intensity. These observations indicate complex photophysics in these nanoscale multichromophoric systems, and more detailed investigations are needed to better understand how these phenomena are determined by the polymer structure and environment. An estimate of both the photobleaching quantum yield and the photon number (total number of photons that a particle emits prior to photobleaching) can be obtained from the rate constants obtained from the photobleaching kinetics measurements. 6 As shown in Table 1 , the photon numbers of the CPdots are 3Ϫ4 orders of magnitude larger than those of typical fluorescent dyes, 6 indicating promise for long-term imaging and tracking applications. For high-speed applications, such as flow cytometry and high-speed imaging and tracking, a key figure of merit is the fluorescence radiative rate. Fluorescence decay kinetics (Figure 2d) were obtained using the time-correlated single photon counting technique (TC-SPC), and excited-state lifetimes were extracted from the kinetics traces using custom software. All decay traces of the CPdots (with the exception of the 480 emission band of PPE dots) can be fit adequately with a single exponential function, and the lifetime results are listed in Table 1 . The lifetimes of PFPV and MEHPPV dots were determined to be ϳ130 ps, while ␤-phase PFO and PFBT dots show longer lifetimes around ϳ270 and ϳ600 ps, respectively. PPE dots display complex fluorescence decay kinetics, the 440 nm emission peak shows a single exponential decay with time constant of 242 ps, while the 480 nm emission exhibits a biexponential decay with time constants of 276 ps and 1.56 ns. This observation is similar to previously observed fluorescence decay kinetics of PPE thin films, which are characterized as a heterogeneous system containing ordered and disordered polymer chains. 23 The fluorescence radiative rate constant k R and nonradiative rate constant k NR were estimated by combining the quan-
]. Typical fluorescent dyes exhibit fluorescence radiative rates on the order of ϳ10 . As shown in Table 1 , the CPdots exhibit a fluorescence radiative rate (10 8
Ϫ10
9 s
Ϫ1
) similar to or somewhat higher than that of typical fluorescent dyes, while single quantum dots emit at rates about 2 orders of magnitude lower. 30 The fluorescence radiative rates of the CPdots are at or above those of other fluorophores used in flow cytometry and imaging. Single particle fluorescence imaging and kinetics studies provide further evidence of the CPdots as fluorescent probes for single molecule applications. Photobleaching studies of single PFBT dots (particle size ϭ 10 Ϯ 3 nm) dispersed on a glass coverslip were performed using a custom-built wide-field epifluorescence microscope. Bright, near-diffraction-limited spots corresponding to individual PFBT dots were observed (Figure 3a) . Single particle photobleaching measurements were obtained by acquiring a series of consecutive frames. The number of fluorescence photons emitted per frame for a given particle was estimated by integrating the CCD signal over the fluorescence spot and then scaling that value with the detection efficiency and amplification factor of the detector and the overall collection efficiency of the microscope. The photobleaching trajectories could be roughly categorized into two types exemplified by the curves shown in Figure 3b . Most of the particles exhibit continuous photobleaching behavior with no observable fluorescence blinking, as indicated by the green curve, while some blinking was often observed in dimmer particles (blue curve). This is consistent with the size-dependent blinking observed in other conjugated polymers: 19, 31 the fluorescence of the smaller (dimmer) particles fluctuates due to the small number of emitting chromophores and the reversible onϪoff dynamics resulting in sizable fluctuations in the fraction of chromophores in the "on" state; while larger particles (Ͼ10 nm diameter) result in relatively steady fluorescence, there are contributions from a larger number of chromophores, resulting in smaller fluctuations. As fluorescent probes for imaging or single particle tracking, the steady fluorescence of the larger CPdots compares favorably to that of conventional dyes and quantum dots, which often exhibit pronounced blinking on time scales of microseconds to hundreds of seconds, 12 although such blinking can be suppressed in some cases. 32 Statistical analyses of multiple photobleaching trajectories indicate that approximately ϳ6 ϫ 10 8 photons per particle (ϳ10 nm diameter) were emitted prior to photobleaching (Figure 3c ). The average photon number (number of photons emitted prior to photobleaching) obtained from single particle measurements is roughly consistent with the bulk photobleaching results (given an estimated uncertainty of ϳ20% in the determined photon number). Additional photobleaching experiments performed under nitrogen resulted in photon numbers roughly 2 orders of magnitude higher, indicating that oxygen is likely involved in the photobleaching mechanism (data not shown).
In single molecule experiments and other measurements involving high excitation intensities, the emission rate is often determined by saturation due to the presence of triplets and other long-lived nonfluorescent species. Typical fluorescent dyes exhibit a saturated emission rate on the order of 10 6 s Ϫ1 due to triplet saturation. 33 This picture is complicated for multichromophoric systems such as conjugated polymers, as evidenced by photon antibunching studies and single molecule blinking studies that indicate roughly between one and three independent emitters for single conjugated polymer chains. 34, 35 This value is much lower than the chromophore number that is expected based on the extinction coefficients and conjugation lengths of conjugated polymers, and the discrepancy can be attributed to funneling of excitons to a small number of emitters. Fluorescence saturation studies of single PFBT dots were performed under nitrogen protection so that photobleaching was negligible (however, the absence of oxygen also tends to increase triplet lifetimes, resulting in increased triplet saturation 36 ). As shown in Figure 3d , the fluorescence signal of a PFBT particle shows power saturation behavior that is well described by the saturation equation R ϭ R ϱ (I/I s )(1 ϩ I/I s )
, where I and I s are the excitation and the saturation intensities, respectively. From the fit of this particle, we obtain a saturation emission rate R ϱ ϭ 1.1 ϫ 10 8 s Ϫ1 and I s ϭ 0.5 kW · cm
Ϫ2
. Statistical analysis of several particles yielded saturation emission rates ranging from 10 7 to 10 9 s
Ϫ1
. The mean saturation emission rate is roughly 100 times higher than that of typical molecular dyes, and at least 3 orders of magnitude higher than that of colloidal semiconductor quantum dots. The single particle saturation emission rate is markedly lower than the expected per-particle radiative rate based on the results of prior single molecule studies and the number of polymer chains per nanoparticle (ϳ40). This apparent discrepancy is likely due to the larger number of available pathways for exciton diffusion in the nanoparticles relative to single conjugated polymer molecules, resulting in additional energy funneling.
The high absorption cross sections, bright fluorescence, and large photon numbers of the CPdots indicate great potential for single molecule imaging and tracking in living cells. As compared to membranepermeable organic dyes, the use of nanoparticles for intracellular imaging is generally complicated by the challenge of delivering the nanoparticles to the interior of the cell. 37 A variety of strategies including invasive methods such as electroporation and microinjection have been demonstrated for intracellular delivery of inorganic quantum dots. 38 Here we demonstrate the effective use of CPdots as an extremely bright fluid phase marker of pinocytosis in J774.A1 macrophages. The selection of the cell system is based on the ability of macrophages to efficiently ingest cellular debris, pathogens, and small particles such as CPdots. Figure 4 shows differential interference contrast (DIC) images and fluorescence images of these mouse macrophage-like cells that had been incubated with PPE, PFPV, PFBT, and MEH-PPV dots, respectively. These images clearly indicate internalization of the CPdots by the cells and show a staining pattern consistent with other widely used fluid-phase markers such as an organic dye conjugated to a high molecular weight dextran. Consistent with fluid-phase uptake of CPdots, these representative images show perinuclear labeling and brightly fluorescent vacuoles and organelles (e.g., pinosomes and lysosomes). Preliminary colocalization studies with Texas Red dextran and Lysotracker Red favor fluid-phase uptake as the most likely primary uptake mechanism. More diffuse nanoparticle fluorescence was observed in the cytoplasm, possibly indicating that some of the CPdots crossed cell membranes. The CPdots do not appear to exhibit appreciable cytotoxicity under the current incubation time and loading concentration. The nanoparticles also appear to be stable (no evidence of degradation) in cell growth medium. A detailed understanding of the factors affecting nanoparticle uptake as well as the fate of the nanoparticles requires additional investigation. In addition, imaging or tracking specific intracellular species will require targeting of the CPdots via encapsulation and bioconjugation. 
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we report on a variety of CPdot nanoparticles which are promising for demanding fluorescence applications such as single molecule tracking in live cells. Preparation of CPdot nanoparticles with reasonably well-controlled size distributions was demonstrated. Nanoparticle absorption cross section of ϳ10 Ϫ13 cm 2 and fluorescence quantum yields as high as ϳ40% have been determined for some CPdots. The fast radiative rates of conjugated polymers and the large number of densely packed chromophores result in much higher emission rates and minimal "blinking" behavior under single particle imaging conditions as compared to other nanoparticles in this size range. The nanoparticles also exhibit excellent photostability, with photon numbers exceeding 10 9 in some cases (even higher when oxygen is excluded). Nanoparticle uptake via endocytosis was observed in live macrophage cells. The superior figures of merit of the CPdotsOin particular, the exceptional brightness and excellent photostability of nanoparticles with diameters in the range of 5Ϫ15 nmOtogether with the demonstration of cellular imaging, indicate their enormous potential for demanding fluorescence-based imaging and sensing applications such as high speed super-resolution single molecule/particle tracking in live cells and highly sensitive assays. CPdots would yield substantially improved signal levels for these photon-starved applications that have previously involved multiple dye labeling, quantum dots, or dye-loaded particles, likely increasing the feasibility of such techniques for a wider range of problems. While the results reported here are highly encouraging, it is likely that additional significant improvements in CPdot optical properties could be achieved by developing and employing conjugated polymers with higher brightness or improved photostability, or by encapsulation or energy transfer schemes.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The polyfluorene derivative poly(9,9-dioctylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl) (PFO, MW 147 000, polydispersity 3.0), the copolymer poly[{9,9-dioctyl-2,7-divinylene-fluorenylene}-alt-co-{2-methoxy-5-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylene}] (PFPV, MW 270 000, polydispersity 2.7), poly[(9,9-dioctylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl)-co-(1,4-benzo-{2,1=,3}-thiadiazole)] (PFBT, MW 10 000, polydispersity 1.7), and the poly(phenylene vinylene) derivative poly[2-methoxy-5-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene] (MEH-PPV, MW 200 000, polydispersity 4.0) were purchased from ADS Dyes, Inc. (Quebec, Canada). Poly(2,5-di(3=,7=-dimethyloctyl)phenylene-1,4-ethynylene (PPE) and the solvent tetrahydrofuran (THF, anhydrous, 99.9%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI). Coumarin 1 and coumarin 6 were purchased from Exciton (Dayton, OH). All chemicals were used without further purification. For nanoparticle preparation, 20 mg of conjugated polymer was dissolved in 10 g of HPLC grade THF by stirring overnight under inert atmosphere, and the solution was filtered through a 0.7 m glass fiber filter in order to remove any insoluble material. Three samples of polymer dots were prepared by injecting the polymer in THF solutions (2 mL of 20 ppm, 100 L of 1000 ppm, and 100 L of 2000 ppm) to 8 mL of water. The THF was removed by partial vacuum evaporation, and a small fraction of aggregates was removed by filtration through a 0.2 m membrane filter. Higher precursor concentrations resulted in larger particle sizes.
For the AFM measurements, one drop of the nanoparticle dispersion was placed on a freshly cleaved mica substrate. After evaporation of the water, the surface topography was imaged with an Ambios Q250 multimode AFM in AC mode. UVϪvis absorption spectra were recorded with a Shimadzu UV-2101PC scanning spectrophotometer using 1 cm quartz cuvettes. Fluorescence spectra were obtained and photobleaching experiments were conducted using a commercial fluorometer (Quantamaster, PTI, Inc.). Photobleaching measurements were performed using methods similar to those described elsewhere, 6 but using the light source built in the fluorometer. The slit widths on the excitation monochromator of the fluorometer were adjusted slightly to generate illumination light (wavelength corresponding to the peak absorption of each polymer dot) with a power of 1.0 mW as determined by a calibrated photodiode (Newport model 818-sl). The light was focused into a quartz cu- vette containing constantly stirred CPdot dispersion with an absorbance of 0.10. The fluorescence intensity at a specific wavelength was recorded continuously over a time period of 2 h. Fluorescence lifetimes of the CPdots were measured using timecorrelated single-photon counting (TCSPC). The sample was excited by the second harmonic (400 nm, ϳ100 fs pulses) of a mode-locked femtosecond Ti:sapphire laser (Coherent Mira 9000). The output of a fast PIN diode (Thorlabs, DET210) monitoring the laser pulse was used as the start pulse for a time-toamplitude converter (TAC, Canberra Model 2145). Fluorescence signal from the aqueous nanoparticle dispersion was collected in perpendicular to the excitation, passed through appropriate emission filters for different CPdots, and detected by a single photon counting module (id Quantique, ID100-50). The output of the detector was used as the stop pulse for the TAC. The laser was attenuated to maintain the count rate below 20 kHz. The signal from the TAC was digitized using a multichannel analyzer (FastComTec, MCA-3A). The instrument response function was measured before and after each fluorescence lifetime measurement using the scattered laser light from a dilute suspension of polystyrene beads. The combination of the detector and electronics results in an instrument response function with a width of ϳ50 ps (fwhm). Custom software written for the MATLAB environment (Mathworks) employing standard fitting methods was employed to determine the fluorescence lifetime. Statistical analyses yielded an estimated uncertainty in lifetime of 15 ps or better.
For single particle imaging, a dilute suspension of PFBT dots was drop-cast onto a cleaned microscope cover glass. Single particle fluorescence imaging was performed on a customized widefield epifluorescence microscope described as follows. The 488 nm laser beam from an argon laser is guided onto the epiillumination port of an inverted fluorescence microscope (Olympus IX-71). Inside the microscope, the laser beam is reflected by a 500 nm long-pass dichroic mirror (Chroma 500 DCLP) and focused onto the back aperture of a high numerical aperture objective (Olympus Ach, 100X, 1.25 NA, Oil). The laser excitation at the sample plane exhibits a Gaussian profile with full width at half-maximum of ϳ5 m. Typical laser intensities employed were approximately 500 W/cm 2 in the center of the laser spot in the sample plane. Fluorescence from CPdots is collected by the same objective lens and filtered by the combination of two 500 nm long-pass filters, then refocused by an additional lens onto a back-illuminated frame transfer CCD camera (Princeton Instruments, PhotonMAX: 512B) yielding a pixel resolution of 105 nm/pixel. An overall fluorescence detection efficiency of 3Ϫ5% was determined using nile red loaded polystyrene spheres (Molecular Probes).
For cellular imaging, J774.A1 macrophages (ATCC, Manassas, VA) were plated at 2 ϫ 10 5 cells/dish onto 35 mm glassbottom microscope dishes (Matek, Ashland, MA) and allowed to incubated overnight (5% CO 2 , 37°C). Next, 300 L of sterile filtered nanoparticle dispersions (ϳ1 nM) was added to the cells and allowed to incubate for 12 h. The cells were then washed three times with warm Ringer's buffer before viewing. Images were acquired on an inverted microscope (Olympus IX71) using Xe arc lamp excitation and appropriate filters and beamsplitters (Chroma).
